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Learning your
industry norms...

In some industries, you can be successful with  an
eye-catching resume that really sets you apart from
other applicants! Other industries have a strong
preference for a more traditional design. 

It's important to map out the spectrum of acceptable
resume design, from creative to traditional, for the
types of roles you're seeking. You can gain this
knowledge from informational interviews,
conversations with recruiters, and by seeking resume
samples from peers and the colleagues.



Readability and immediacy
The design of your resume is a big factor in the
reader’s experience and comprehension.

You can labor over word choice and accomplishments
to include, but unless you have considered the design
of your resume, you risk the reader skipping over the
most important content.



Information architecture 
Your goal for the resume is to make it easy for the reader to
scan VERY quickly for the most relevant and important
experience and skills.

Use formatting— boldface, type scale, strategic use of white
space—to make key information easy to find. You can establish
hierarchy via these tools:

Vertical position
Scale
Bold
Italics

Underline
White Space
Dividers

This resume is visually overwhelming and the
illustration demands the most attention.



Resume real estate
In most cases, you only have ONE page to convince a
hiring manager that you have the skills and experience
that make you a great candidate for a role. 

This means that it's important to use that space wisely
and to maximize the amount of relevant information
you provide - while not overwhelming the reader with
content. 

This resume leaves a LOT of real
estate on the table and fails to
fully capture the quality of their
experiences. 



Lets talk about
resume fonts.
A poorly chosen resume font can make or break your
chances of being taken seriously as a job seeker.

What's the difference?

Serif fonts are easier to

read in print.

Serif fonts are generally

considered “traditional”

or “serious.”

Sans-serif fonts are
easier to read online.
Sans-serif fonts are
often considered cool,
modern, and cutting
edge.

Serif Sans Serif

Pro-Tip: Don't go too small. Stay as close to 11 as possible!



Trends to avoid (usually)
PROFILE PHOTO SKILL VISUALIZATION

Photos on resumes are
customary in other
countries but not

recommended in the U.S.

Skill visualizations are
cliche and they actually

create immediacy around
weaknesses. 



A/B Testing Your Resume
As you're applying for roles, feel free to A/B test the different versions of your resume
and solicit feedback from recruiters, hiring managers, and networking contacts. 

Spectrum of Traditional to Creative



WHAT CAN THE CAREER
CENTER DO FOR YOU?

Drop-In Career Coaching (no appointment necessary!)

Virtual Appointments with Career Community Advisors

Email Resume Review

Access a Career Library of 50+ Handouts and Videos

Search for opportunities on Handshake, our careers platform 

Network with Alumni on (ASK) or Alumni Sharing Knowledge

careercenter.depaul.edu

https://resources.depaul.edu/career-center/Pages/default.aspx


CAREER LIBRARY
The DePaul Career Center recently created a library of 50+ handouts
and 14 two-minute videos focused on every career readiness topic,
ranging from resume basics to exploration to building your brand!

go.depaul.edu/careerlibraryCheck it out here:

http://go.depaul.edu/careerlibrary


CAREER TOOLKIT
These 45 minute workshops offer tactical advice for every stage of your
career journey! Anyone who RSVPs on Handshake will get a recording
of the session with supplemental materials!

Wednesday 12/9 @6PMThursday 12/3 @ 3PMWednesday 11/18 @6PM

https://depaul.joinhandshake.com/events


Thank You!


